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As a conclusion it should be noticed that application of low magnetic field 
leads to the changes of structure and properties of metal and biological samples and 
for biological objects such changes often dramatically influencing the way of 
organism functioning.  
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The paper investigates the interaction of the tram to the rail in the area of 

isolated irregularities butt. Considered the transport of the complex mechanical "train 
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track at the site of butt irregularities”. The dependences of the deflections of the 
receiving rail track sleepers under the third phase of their growth from the operating 
and structural parameters of the rolling stock and the track structure. 

The service life of rolling stock and rail tracks is a function of teamwork 
rolling stock and rail tracks, mechanical, structural and geometric characteristics of 
the rolling stock and track overhead structure, conditions of their operation. Practice 
shows that the weakest link of the mechanical system "car - rail track" is the butt 
irregularities of the rail – is rail joints. 

Components and units are influenced by dynamic forces of interaction between 
cars and track overhead structure, which in their turn, vary both in time and direction 
and have the shock and the probable nature of the motion of the wagon. The variable 
stability along the length of the upper track structure and uneven in length 
accumulation of residual strain in it causes inequality rails. Research shows that most 
ballast layer deposition occurs in places of butt inequalities under the receiving rail 
sleepers. This is due to the fact that in these places rail usually suffers from the most 
dynamic loading of shock type. 

To determine the deflections of the receiving rail under the first sleeper the 
method of dynamic analysis is applied, which includes the step of height calculation 
butt irregularities in the mode of static load of giving and receiving rail track 
considering the phases of wagon movement (passing the junction of corresponding 
wheel pair) and stage of deflections’ dynamic analysis of the receiving rail under first 
sleeper. 

When the stringers of rail are staticаlly calculated they use the model of 
numerous stringers beam based on 23 elastic support (22 sleepers and resting on the 
next rail through working pad). That allows you to define the parameters of rail’s 
resting considering  the rigidity of  connection. The stringers of  giving and receiving 
rails are analyzed taking into consideration the corresponding phase  of wagon 
movement. The stringers of the receiving rail track under the first sleepers as a result 
of the shock dynamic wagon interaction with the receiving rail in the  butt area are 
considered on the basis of operating and design parameters of a tram: loading of the 
wagon, the rate in the butt area (the prehit rate), consolidated mass of car wheels, the 
speed of its center of mass, the length of the butt. 

The shock interaction in discrete-continuous mechanical complex “wagon-
wheel pair –rail track” was investigated on the base of a dynamic model that takes 
into account the energy dissipation in the rail support and the angle of its shear cut. 

The actual coordinate of wheels is taken into account, which determines the 
current linear wheel position along the rail in terms of their joint mechanical 
interaction. 

In practice, the obtained results are used to study the parameters of  the first 
sleeper elastic sinking of the receiving rail for various types of interaction and 
boundary conditions of  its fixing. On their basis they solve the task of  the  influence 
of mechanical and structural parameters of the tram on the spans of the giving and 
receiving rails. 

 


